Greenly Truemist Twister
TrueMist Twister - Dual mode Tap Water saving Nozzle
converts low pressure water flow into mist form in taps and
dispense water in such a way to maximize water utilization
there by saving up to 90% of water from taps. Just a twist to
save water.
Features:
Mist flow mode dispense700 ml per minute (Saves 90%)
Shower / Spray flow mode dispense 3.5 litres per minute
(Saves 60% water)
Just a small twist between mist and Spray mode.
Can be retrofitted in any standard 22 mm Diameter
Tap(M22/F24 threaded taps).
No Tap replacement needed.
Works both in Pressure-less Water piping system and
Pressurized water system.
Solid construction using Brass material.
Ergonomic Design & Anti rust proof
Easy installation and maintenance
Simply unscrew existing aerator and replace with Greenly
Truemist Twister (Refer Instruction manual).
Mist Mode is best for vegetable wash, Handwash, mild
soiled plates wash.
Shower / Spray Mode is best for Filling glasses, Vessel
wash, Higher water quantity applications.
Adjustable Flow Function: Depending on the installation,
the product might not function in the Mist Mode by
default and the initial water spray might be uneven.
Please let the water run for a few minutes after
installation. Ensure that the adjustment valve is turned
clockwise all the way. Turning it clockwise will eventually
bring the nozzle to the Mist Mode. Leave it there for the
Mist Mode, or turn it anti-clockwise about 20 to 60
degrees to switch to Shower Mode. Twist back clockwise
20 to 60 degrees to return to Mist Mode. Please avoid
any further turn anti-clockwise as it may break the screw
or threads inside the assembly.

Warranty: If you are not satisfied with this product or if the product is
found defective upon first use, please have it shipped to the returns
address listed on the product website www.greenly.co.in for a full
refund or replacement. Greenly will not compensate for return
shipping, but will ship a replacement for free, if the complaint complies
with warranty claims. Please include order and purchase details like
date of purchase, order number, and shipping details. Greenly brass
water saving nozzles are under manufacturing defects warranty for a
period of two year from the date of purchase. The warranty is void if
the product has not been correctly installed or used for purposes other
than what it is designed and intended for. The Product may require
periodic cleaning to remove any general water impurities, or calcium
deposits (depending on water source) that might require soaking the
product in vinegar overnight followed by a rinse to gently remove any
such deposits. The warranty does not apply if the product is
improperly cleaned using abrasive or corrosive cleaners. Moreover, the
warranty does not cover costs for third parties or damages or for any
other costs over and above the cost of the product itself.

Maintenance: Use non-abrasive non-toxic cleaners to gently wash the
product. Do not use lime removal products, alkaline products, acidic
products, or cleaners containing alcohol. It is recommended to
uninstall the product periodically and wash away any water borne
deposits that might have accumulated over use. General periodic
cleaning should in most cases be sufficient to keep the nozzle from
functioning at best capacity. However, depending on the source water
used, such deposits might need soaking in vinegar overnight and a
more aggressive wash and clean to dislodge and restore functionality.
**Due to continuous improvement in product, Pictures available in this manual may
be different from the product appearence or visuals.
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Greenly Truemist Twister
Installation Guide
Tools Required

Washer

1. 22mm Spanner or Compatible Wrench

Filter
Adapter

Pre-requisite
1. Check the size of the Threads.
2. Nozzle comes with M24 Thread(Outer Thread).
3. Nozzle fits directly into taps with F24 Threads (Inner).
4. **For taps with M22, F20 & F18 Size, Adapter is
available in retail Pack.

**Pressure
Regualtor

Greenly TrueMist
Twister

For other tap size, Contact our nearest outlet or
Customer Contact Center.

Use the Spanner or Wrench, Remove existing
nozzle or aerator by turning Anti-clockwise
direction. Remove the Aerators along with
Washers.

Taps with outer Threads
Taps with outer
Threads
Tap Adapter
Washer
Nozzle

For Taps with F24(Inner) Threads, Place the Washer
above the Nozzle and insert into the Tap.
* Due to various manufacturers standards, New washers
in this pack may not suit. Existing washer should be used.

Fix the Spanner and Rotate Clockwise.
Tight enough to fix it firmly.

For Taps with M22(Outer) Threads, Place
the adapter & Washer above the Nozzle
and insert into the Tap and Fix it well.

Output:
Mist Mode - 0.7 LPM @ 1.5 bar
Shower Mode 3.5 LPM @ 1.5 bar
Works in pressure-less water systems without
flow restrictor.
Flow restrictor may be required when the water
pressure is above 2.5 bars or when the nozzle
sprays water out of the faucets.

Turn the Knob Anti-Clockwise for
Shower Mode

Open the Tap & Turn the Knob
Clockwise for Mist Mode

** Pressure regulator and additional adapters are
available only on retail pack
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